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Several recent wind power estimates suggest how this renewable resource can meet
all of the current and future global energy demand with little impact on the atmosphere.
These estimates are calculated using observed wind speeds in combination with specifications of wind turbine size and density to quantify the extractable wind power. Here
we show that this common methodology is flawed because it does not account for energy removal by the turbines that is necessary to ensure the conservation of energy.
We will first illustrate the common but flawed methodology using parameters from a
recent global quantification of wind power in a simple experimental setup. For a small
number of turbines at small scales, the conservation of energy hardly results in a difference when compared to the common method. However, when applied at large to global
scales, the ability of radiative gradients to generate a finite amount of kinetic energy
needs to be taken into account. Using the same experimental setup, we use the simplest method to ensure the conservation of energy to show a non-negligble decrease in
wind velocity after the first turbine that will successively result in lower extraction of the
downwind turbines. We then show how the conservation of energy inevitably results
in substantially lower estimates of wind power at the global scale. Because conservation of energy is fundamental, we conclude that ultimately environmental constraints
set the upper limit for wind power availability at the larger scale rather than detailed
engineering specifications of the wind turbine design and placement.
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Several recent studies have quantified large-scale or global wind power availability
by extrapolating kinetic energy availability from measured wind speeds (Archer and
Jacobson, 2005; Archer and Caldeira, 2009; Magdalena and Jacobson, 2009; Lu et al.,
2009; Liu et al., 2008; Leithead, 2007). These studies follow a common methodology
as follows:
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2. Technical specifications for a turbine are then used to specify the rotor height,
rotor-swept area, and velocity dependent power characteristics.
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1. Observations of wind velocities v are derived for a large spatial area either from
a collection of surface stations (e.g. Archer and Jacobson, 2005), satellite measurements (e.g. Liu et al., 2008), or reanalysis data (e.g. Archer and Caldeira,
2009).
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Other studies by Keith et al. (2004) and used global climate models to account for
the effect of wind power extraction by large-scale wind farms, but they used this effect
primarily to demonstrate the influence of large-scale wind power extraction on the atmospheric flow and the global climate and not for quantifying the effect of extraction on
wind power availability.
Here, we will first show that the common method violates the fundamental law of
energy conservation when applied to a simplified setting. This is done by presenting
an experimental setup that uses only velocities and turbine influence areas to estimate
wind power. We use the turbine specifications presented in Magdalena and Jacobson
(2009), not to focus on the flaws of this particular study, but rather to highlight the severe
limitations of this methodology now common in recent scientific publications (Archer
and Jacobson, 2005; Archer and Caldeira, 2009; Magdalena and Jacobson, 2009; Liu
et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2009; Leithead, 2007). We then use the conservation of energy
as a starting point to derive extracted wind power to the same experimental design as
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4. The area is then populated with wind turbines at a density limited by engineering
constraints related to turbine wake turbulence with the basic assumption that wind
turbines do not influence the wind velocity field outside their specific influential
volume (e.g. Magdalena and Jacobson, 2009).
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3. Generated power resulting from the extracted kinetic energy is calculated for a
single turbine by Pex = 21 ρCf Arotor v 3 , where Cf is the capacity factor dependent
on the selected turbine, ρ is the air density, and Arotor is the rotor-swept area.
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2 Methods and results
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To quantify the wind power extraction potential using fixed, measured velocities and
turbine influence areas, we use the 2 MW Tjaereborg turbine specifications described
in Magdalena and Jacobson (2009). In their study, the wind turbine (diameter, D =
60 m) creates a cone-like volume of air (length, l = 10 · D = 600 m, and radii of 1 · D =
60 m and 3 · D = 180 m). This cone-shaped influence volume is situated in the tunnel
as shown in Fig. 1 so the turbine does not interfere with the tunnel walls or downwind
106
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Assuming a constant inlet air density of ρ = 1.275 kg/m , Pin = 100 MW of mechanical
power is required to accelerate the tunnel of air to 10 m/s.
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To compare the two methodologies, we define a fixed experimental tunnel setup with
a length (L = 100 km), width (w = 200 m), and height (h = 785 m), approximately the
thickness of the atmospheric boundary layer (Fig. 1). This results in a tunnel cross2
sectional area of Atunnel = wh = 160,000 m . In our idealized case, there is no frictional
loss between the air and the walls of the tunnel. We accelerate the air at the entrance
of the tunnel to a fixed velocity of v0 = 10 m/s. The kinetic energy input per unit time Pin
is the kinetic energy density of the moving air multiplied by the volume flux JV defined
as:
1
1
(1)
Pin = ρv02 · JV = ρAtunnel v03
2
2
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a best-case scenario. This best-case scenario shows that the conservation of energy
leads to substantially lower estimates of wind power availability with greater number
of wind turbines because of the influence of increasing numbers of wind turbines on
the wind velocity. We close with the application of these considerations to wind power
availability at the global scale.
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with an effective capacity Ce = Arotor /Atunnel · Cf . For each turbine, Eq. (2) yields an
extracted power of Pex,i ≈ 1 MW.
The total extracted power by N turbines of this method is:
Pex = N · Ce · Pin

(4)
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where Swake is the accumulated turbine influencial volume and Stunnel is the tunnel volume. This kinetic energy loss is then presumably replenished from an infinite reservoir
of wind power outside the system boundary, because otherwise this setup would violate
the starting assumption that the velocity of the flow v0 is fixed.
In summary, this experimental setup based on the methodology and assumptions
of Magdalena and Jacobson (2009) is able to extract 150 MW of wind power from an
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Figure 2 shows how the extracted power has a linear dependence on the number of
installed turbines. For N = 150 we get a total extracted power of Pex ≈ 150 MW.
According to Magdalena and Jacobson (2009), the kinetic energy reduction within
the influenced volume is ∆KE/KE ≈ 0.4. This leads to a wake velocity of vwake =
7.7 m/s within the cone-shaped influence volume with the surrounding air maintaining the velocity of 10 m/s. The kinetic energy loss in the tunnel is now calculated as:
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1
Pex,i = Cf ρArotor v03 = Ce · Pin
2
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turbines. Given the available tunnel length of 100 km and influence length, l = 10 · D =
600 m, 150 individual turbines can be placed every 660 m without one turbine affecting
another according to (Magdalena and Jacobson, 2009).
In this methodology, each turbine is driven by the same wind velocity of 10 m/s because the downwind turbine is located outside the influence volume. Given the capacity
factor of Cf = 0.56, the power extraction of one turbine Pex,i is calculated as
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Note that the extracted power per turbine as given by Eq. (5) corresponds to the common method (cf. Eq. 2) only for the first turbine (i = 1), but is less for any of the following
engines (i > 1). In the setup chosen here, the wind power of the flow behind the first
turbine is reduced by 1%, resulting in a tiny decrease in velocity from 10 to 9.97 m/s.
Even in a laboratory environment this tiny decrease would be difficult to detect (especially when using a “tunnel” specification representative of the global atmosphere), but
it is a natural consequence of the conservation of energy.
108
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Pex,i = Ce · (1 − Ce )i −1 · Pin
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To estimate the best case scenario for how much power can be extracted from the flow,
we start with the conservation of energy. We still neglect friction and other inefficiencies. Conservation of energy at the first turbine requires that the inflow of kinetic energy
Pin at the first turbine balances the extracted power Pex,1 and the outflow of kinetic energy Pout behind the influence volume: Pin = Pex,1 + Pout,1 . Knowing that Pex,1 = Ce · Pin
as above (see Eq. 2), this leads to Pout,1 = (1 − Ce ) · Pin in wind power behind the first
turbine. This reduction in power requires that the velocity of the mean flow behind the
first turbine is reduced, so at the second turbine, the incoming power is reduced to
Pin,2 = Pout,1 = (1 − Ce ) · Pin . Here we assume that Ce is constant and does not decrease
due to reduced velocities resulting in an optimistic estimate. Extending this to more turbines means that each turbine reduces the amount of power available for all downwind
turbines to extract, each reducing the power by Pin,i /Pin,i −1 = 1 − Ce . Or, expressed
differently, turbine i (where i is the downwind turbine count) extracts power Pex,i from
the mean flow as:
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2.2 Energy conservation method
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initial influx of 100 MW, while also simultaneously decreasing the kinetic energy within
the tunnel by 2.8% and allowing 100 MW to exit the tunnel. Although these power
quantities and wind velocities are specific to our experimental design, this methodology
clearly violates the conservation of energy in general.
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The total extracted power by enforcing energy conservation corresponds closely to the
common method for small N, but with increased turbine count, the total extracted power
increases at a slower rate and approximates the total power entering the tunnel (see
Fig. 2). This, of course, is the logical consequence of the conservation of energy that
we ought to expect.
Using the same experimental layout as before, N = 150 turbines extract 78 MW of
power and 22 MW of power is exiting the tunnel (Fig. 1). With this method, energy
conservation is maintained (78 MW+22 MW= 100 MW).
In summary, the conservation of energy dictates that for a given inflow of kinetic
energy, the kinetic energy of the mean flow behind the first turbine in the tunnel must
be reduced due to the extraction of power by the turbine, even if it amounts to only
a tiny fraction. Hence, the second turbine downwind (and any other turbine) cannot
extract as much power as the first turbine. We would therefore expect substantially
less wind power to be available for extraction than estimated by the common method,
with the limit being ultimately set by the inflow of kinetic energy and not by the number
of turbines, their characteristics, or their placement. This limit is a specification of the
environment, which in our case is the specified inflow of Pin = 100 MW. Hence, this
upper limit is therefore independent on turbine or placement specifications.
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The total extracted power by N turbines of this method is:


Pex = Pin 1 − (1 − Ce )N
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To demonstrate that the conservation of energy is of relevance for large-scale estimates of wind power, we briefly consider the methodology with respect to the previously published estimates. Using well-established energetics of the atmosphere, the
global generation of wind power is estimated to be around 900 TW (Lorenz, 1955;
Peixoto and Oort, 1992). Less known thermodynamic derivations show that this rate
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2.3 Implications for large-scale wind power estimates
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of power generation is at a maximum value given the present-day radiative forcing
gradients, as demonstrated by simple theoretical considerations (Lorenz, 1960), box
models (Paltridge, 1978; Lorenz et al., 2001) and general circulation model simulations
(Kleidon et al., 2003, 2006). Of course, not all of the 900 TW could ever be captured
by wind turbines. First, extraction of wind power is always going to compete with the
natural processes of turbulent dissipation. Second, it would seem impossible to derive
technological means that could extract all of the generated kinetic energy of the global
atmosphere. In any case, this estimate of 900 TW sets the uppermost limit on available
wind power (Gustavson, 1979). With global energy demand in 2009 being 17 TW (EIA,
2009), human energy consumption corresponds to about 2% of total wind power of the
global atmosphere.
The most recent global wind power quantification by Magdalena and Jacobson
(2009) claims that the world’s energy needs can be met by extracting only 0.007% of
the kinetic energy of the lowest 1 km of the atmosphere. This statement translates into
an assumption of wind power in the lowest 1km of the atmosphere of ≈242 000 TW,
which is roughly twice the global amount of absorbed solar radiation (122 000 TW).
Clearly, the study by Magdalena and Jacobson (2009) not only violates atmospheric
energetics, it even violates the planetary energy balance!
A similarly flawed methodology was used by Archer and Caldeira (2009) in which
they estimated the wind power of the high-altitude winds to be 1700 TW. This estimate
of jet stream wind power is twice the well-established number of 900 TW of global wind
power within the atmosphere, again violating the conservation of energy in the process
of generating, extracting and dissipating kinetic energy in the atmosphere.
Both examples show that energy conservation and thermodynamic limits on generation of kinetic energy play a central role for large-scale to global-scale estimates of
available wind power.
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We showed in an idealized setting that the common method to estimate wind power
availability to wind farms is fundamentally flawed by not considering the conservation of
energy. The consequence of this lack of physical soundness implies that the common
method inevitably overestimates wind power availability. The two examples cited above
show that at the planetary scale, the bias is substantial. This shows how the application
of seemingly precise engineering methods of turbine design and placement to largescale estimates results in physically impossible estimates of wind power, emphasizing
the dominant role on environmental limitations for large-scale estimates of wind power
availability.
Such physically-flawed estimates will give worthless – and possibly even dangerous
– policy advice to the urgent need to plan a sustainable human energy future. Future
studies of global wind power estimates must, at a minimum, ensure that basic physical
principles are being obeyed to yield sound scientific estimates.
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Fig. 2. Power extraction from the experimental tunnel is shown as a function of installed wind
Fig. 2. Power extraction from the experimental tunnel is shown as a function of installed wind
turbines from the Common Method in red, and the Energy Conservation Method in blue. The
turbines
fromblack
the line
Common
Method
red, andpower
the Energy
Conservation
in blue.
horizontal
at 100 MW
is theinimported
at the inlet
of the tunnel.Method
Using the
Com- The
horizontal
black the
lineextracted
at 100 MW
is the
imported
power
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inlet ofwind
the tunnel.
Using the Common Method,
power
increases
linearly
with
additional
turbine installations,
mon
Method,
the
extracted
power
increases
linearly
with
additional
wind
turbine
while the Energy Conservation Method limits extractable power to the power importinstallations,
into the
while
the Energy Conservation Method limits extractable power to the power import into the
tunnel.
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